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INTRODUCTION 
Effectiveness of breeding strategies depend on their economical aspects beside their technical 
elements. Sheep recording is a major cost operation when a minimum of six live weights are 
required in order to determine weights at birth (BW), 10 d (W10), 30 d (W30), 90 d (W90) and 
gains from 10 to 30 days and from 30 to 90 days. If simplification of recording can be found 
without affecting the different required weights, sheep breeding strategies can be more 
economical. Besides, simplification of recording can be seen as a way to less disturb animals 
and livestock owners. The objectives of this paper were : (i) to find ways to simplify lamb 
growth recording without affecting reliability of the conventional used growth weights and 
gains and (ii) to study how the genetic parameters are affected by these simplified procedures. 
 
MATERIEL AND METHODS 
A total of 3345 growth records of Barbarine lambs with known pedigree, recorded during a 
period of 10 years (1989-1998), were used in this study. Lambs were born during September-
November period. At birth, lambs were ear tagged and weighed at six different intervals of 21 
days. The first weighing occurred 20 days after the birth of the first lamb in the flock. 
 
Statistical analyses. Least-squares techniques of the GLM procedure of SAS were used to 
assess non genetic effects to be included in the final models. The linear model applied included 
fixed effects of flock (INRAT, OEP), month of lambing (September, October and November), 
year of lambing (1989-1998), the type of birth (1 = single, 2 = twins or triplets), sex (1 = male, 
2 = female), age of dam (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,   8). Only significant fixed effects at the probability 
level of ≤ 5 % were considered to estimate the variance components.  

≥

The growth curve was divided into 2 phases. Phase (1) was relative to the period from birth to 
30 days of age and it includes 2 sequent individual weighing and the second phase was relative 
to the period of 30 days to weaning and it includes 4 individual sequent weighing. A stepwise 
procedure was used for each phase. In phase (1) weight in the second recording (W2) was 
estimated based on the weight of the first recording (W1). In phase (2), the last weight (W6) 
was estimated based on the 3 previous weights. Regression equations were established from 
each phase. All conventional weights and gains were computed once based on all weights 
measured and a second time based on simplified measurements. Differences of computed 
weights and gains between the two methods were estimated. Genetic and phenotypic 
parameters of growth traits were also estimated based on the 2 described methods. Genetic 
parameters were estimated with an animal model from variance components using the 
Derivative-Free Restricted Maximum Likelihood Method (DF-REML) as described by 
Neumeir and Groeneveld, (1998). The method allows to consider simultaneously and with no 
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biases the fixed and the random effects as well as all pedigree relationship between animals. 
The linear mixed model for any trait can be represented in matrix notation as : 

ecZ cmZ maZ aX βY ++++=  
Where Y is a N*1 vector of record , β denotes the fixed effects in the model with association 
matrix X, a is the vector of direct genetic effects with association matrix Za, m is the vector of 
maternal genetic effects with association matrix Zm, c is the vector of environemental maternel 
effects with association matrix Zc and e denotes the vector of residual. Under this model, 

heritability (h²) is 
σ2eσ2cσ2mσ2a

σ2ah 2
+++

= . Where σ²a, σ²m, σ²c and σ²e are respectively 

the additive, the maternal, the environmental and the residual variances. Genetic and 
phenotypic correlations between traits were estimated by a multivariate analyses model. 
Phenotypic and genetic correlations were estimated among traits from the corresponding 
estimates of covariance components and variance component estimate.  
For growth traits namely, estimates of the genetic parameters were produced by 

, where Y is the mth 

performance of the ith lamb ; µ is the overall mean of the population ; Ai is the additive direct 
genetic effect of the ith lamb ; Pi is the permanent environmental effect of the ith ewe ; S*MN 
is the combined fixed sex and type of birth ; Agm is age of dam and e the residual error term.  

eijklmAgd lMokTB jSCiM iAiyijklm +++∗++++=µ

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Average weights and gains are shown in table 1. A typical Barbarine lamb weighs 3.32 , 9.25 
and 19.13 kg at birth, 30 and 90d, respectively. We note that Barbarine lamb growth rate is 
generally very slow after 30 days of age. This denote the favourable effect of environment 
which bring the dam to its offspring during the first month of suckling allowing a correct 
growth during the first phase ( ADG10-30=188 g). In the second phase, when the lamb is 
confronted to range land production system, the lamb growth rate decreases (ADG30-
90=165g). This may be attributed to the level of feeding and/or to a limited growth potential of 
barbarine lambs. All performances are similar to what have been reported in the literature (Ben 
Hamouda, 1985 ; Khaldi et al., 1987 ; Djemali et al., 1994). For each phase, regressed 
equations were established as follows : W  and W  16912 W*.= 53132206 WW *.*).( +−=
 
Table 1. Means and standard deviation of weights and gains of Barbarine lambs 
 

 BW W10 W30 W90 ADG10-30 ADG30-90 
Means 3.32 5.49 9.25 19.13 188.01 164.71 

s.d 0.70 1.22 2.41 4.81 74.53 50.54 
 
Mean differences and standard deviations of weights and gains of Barbarine lambs between a 
simplified procedure of performances recording and the standard recording system are shown 
in table (2). Differences varied from 0 to 188 g for birth weight and weight at 30d, respectively. 
For gains, differences were very minimum. 
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Table 2. Differences means and standard deviation of weights and gains of Barbarine 
lambs between actual and simplified recording system 
 
 BW W10 W30 W90 ADG10-30 ADG30-90 

Bias 0 -0.16 -0.18 -0.10 -1.10 1.40 
s.d 0 0.49 1.43 0.51 59.00 25.95 

 
Results of variance component analyses are presented in table (3). For weights, variance due to 
direct genetic effects (σ2A) varies from 0.022 to 0.165 for BW and W90, respectively. For all 
growth traits, low heritabily estimates for direct genetic effect were found, which reflect a large 
maternal effect. Heritability estimates for live weights fall within the range of values reported 
by Khaldi and Boichard (1989) for Barbarine lambs. In fact, results obtained show that the 
action of maternal effects on the growth of lamb pre-weaning , measured by (h2M) is more 
important than the action of direct effects (h2A) which explains that in pre-weaning period, 
suckling lambs are still dependent on mothers, so the influence of maternal factors remains 
important untill 90 days (Bedhiaf et al., 2000). Although the lambs are complemented, we 
conceive that in these conditions of semi-arid, the potential of lamb is not improved. However, 
if these values of maternal heritability appear superior comparatively with direct heritability, 
they remain low in the absolute (table 3). 
 
Table 3. Estimation of the direct heritability (h2A) and maternel (h2M) in the standard 
performance recording system 
 

Variances Growth traits 
 BW W10 W30 W90 ADG10-30 ADG30-90 

σ2A 0.023 0.022 0.043 0.165 18.654 12.472 
σ2M 0.053 0.012 0.084 0.243 120.016 35.265 
σ2C 0.033 0.087 0.355 1.357 310.378 94.945 
σ2e 0.224 0.656 2.252 8.504 2567.107 1072.683 
h2A 0.084 0.027 0.015 0.015 0.006 0.010 
h2M 0.194 0.015 0.029 0.023 0.039 0.028 

r(A, M) -0.82 1 1 1 0.309 0.533 
σ2A : direct genetic variance, σ2M : maternal genetic variance, σ2C : maternal environmental variance, 
σ2e : residual variance, r(A,M) : genetic correlation between direct and maternal effect, σ2T= σ2A + σ2M 
+σ2C + σ2e : total variance 
 
High estimates of correlation between direct and maternal effects (table 3) were observed for 
W10, W30 and W90, which is probably due to the structure of this data set. It should be 
remembered that the extremely high values of r(A, M) are biologically impossible. Khaldi and 
Boichard (1989) reported estimates for growth traits in Barbarine lambs of ≤ - 0.62.  
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Table 3. Estimation of the direct heritability and maternel with the simplified system 
 
Variances Growth traits 
 BWs W10s W30s W90s ADG10-30s ADG30-90s 

h2A 0.084 0.024 0.014 0.016 0.004 0.017 
h2M 0.194 0.015 0.041 0.022 0.067 0.037 

 
Results of heritability of growth traits are shown in tables (2 and 3). No differences were found 
based on the 2 procedures. 
 
Table 4. Genetic correlations of growth traits between actual and simplified system 
 
 BWs W10s W30s W90s ADG10-30s ADG30-90s 

BW 1      
W10  0.948     
W30   0.943    
W90    0.993   

ADG10-30     0.933  
ADG30-90      0.949 

 
Genetic correlation of growth traits between the 2 procedures are presented in table (4). The 
genetic correlation between W30 and W30s was 0.94. The largest genetic correlation among 
the 2 weights was between W90 and W90s (0.99). 
 
CONCLUSION 
It appears that the 6 sequent measures for lamb weight can be simplified to only 3 measures 
without affecting the accuracy of conventional weights and gains and genetic parameters. This 
type of lamb measurement simplification can be seen as an alternative to enhance the 
economical aspect of the sheep recording scheme and reduce disturbance animals. 
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